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Abstract
The construction of switchable, radiation-controlled, aptameric enzymes – “swenzymes” – is, in principle, feasible. We propose a strategy to make such catalysts from 2 (or more) aptamers each selected to bind specifically to one of the substrates in, for example, a 2-substrate reaction. Construction of a combinatorial library of candidate swenzymes entails selecting a set of a million aptamers that bind one substrate and a second set of a million aptamers that bind the second substrate; the aptamers in these sets are then linked pairwise by a linker, thus bringing together the substrates. In the presence of the substrates, some linked aptamer pairs catalyze the reaction when exposed to external energy in the form of a specific frequency of low-intensity, nonionizing electromagnetic or acoustic radiation. Such swenzymes are detected via a separate product-capturing aptamer that changes conformation on capturing the product; this altered conformation allows it (1) to bind to every potential swenzyme in its vicinity (thereby giving a higher probability of capture to the swenzymes that generate the product) and (2) to bind to a sequence on a magnetic bead (thereby permitting purification of the swenzyme plus product-capturing aptamer by precipitation). Attempts to implement the swenzyme strategy may help elucidate fundamental problems in enzyme catalysis.

Introduction

The modulation and control of enzyme functioning is one of the primary characteristics of biological systems. The Holy Grail for biotechnology would be a technique that could allow enzymes to be made easily – and, then, to be activated and inactivated at the flip of a switch. The ability to engineer a range of synthetic enzymes whose catalytic functions could be switched on and off by an external and controllable signal would facilitate many applications in sensing and therapeutics, and lead to new techniques that could be deployed in biotechnology. Two aspects of enzyme functioning might usefully be targeted: reaction rates and specificity for reactant and products.

A variety of types of molecules have been used to catalyze reactions. In pioneering studies, a molecular template, 3,5-Bis(5-[6-amino-3-benzyl-2-oxopyridyl])biphe-
nyl, was used to bind 2 substrates simultaneously to form a transient ternary complex thereby catalyzing the alkylation of an amine by an alkyl halide 6-fold [Kelly et al., 1990]. DNA has long been used as a template in reactions [Inoue et al., 1984; Naylor and Gilham, 1966; von Kiedrowski, 1986], for example, to form a complex with an alkyne and an alkene, thereby allowing palladium to catalyze production of an enone [Kanan et al., 2004]. In particular, antibodies developed in response to transition state analogs of targeted reactions have been seen as promising catalysts. However, although monoclonal antibodies that are able to carry out catalytic functions do occur in nature, they have never proven to be as efficient as enzymes in catalytic activity [Hilvert, 2000]. Despite early optimism and decades of intense research [Blackburn et al., 1989], the number of catalytic antibodies that have been obtained remains small. In 1994, it was conjectured that binding affinity alone might not be a useful way to select potential catalysts and that such candidates should be directly screened for their catalytic activity [Stewart et al., 1994]. More recently, it has been argued that to design or synthesize molecules approaching the catalytic efficiency of enzymes have been unsuccessful thus far [Hammes et al., 2011]. Unfortunately, biochemical engineering of enzymes de novo based on a number of different approaches has proven to be hard work [Preiswerk et al., 2014].

The problem is compounded by the fact that whilst “understanding the incredible catalytic efficiency of enzyme catalysis in molecular terms has been a goal of biochemistry for over half a century,” this understanding remains elusive [Hammes et al., 2011]. One productive approach has been to consider enzyme catalysis as “progress over a multi-dimensional energy landscape where ensembles of interconverting conformational substates channel the enzyme through its catalytic cycle” [Boehr et al., 2010]. In this approach, enzymes have conformations with population distributions that change as the catalytic cycle proceeds [Ramanathan et al., 2014]. In the case of aspartate aminotransferase, which catalyzes the transfer of an amino group from aspartate to ketoglutarate to give oxaloacetate and glutamate, 15 reaction intermediates have been identified for the overall reaction mechanism.

These interconverting conformations arise because an enzyme undergoes a wide range of spatial and temporal scales of internal motions; those involving bond vibrations and fluctuations within a group of a few atoms take femtoseconds to picoseconds whilst those involving collective fluctuations of subdomains or the entire protein take milliseconds [Agarwal, 2006; Cannon and Benkovic, 1998; Henzler-Wildman and Kern, 2007]. These fluctuations may be coupled in a complex organized hierarchy of levels that differ from one another energetically such that, within a set of substates of conformational fluctuations, the substates are separated by small energy barriers from each other whilst the sets themselves are separated from one another by a larger energy barrier [Benkovic et al., 2008; Boehr et al., 2006]. In this approach, conformational fluctuations and transitions between multiple substates are central not only to enzyme catalysis [Boehr et al., 2006; Fraser et al., 2009], but also to molecular recognition [Lange et al., 2008; McHaourab et al., 1997; Ramanathan and Agarwal, 2009].

The roles of conformational changes in catalysis are exemplified by the hydride transfer reaction catalyzed by dihydrofolate reductase where, in one theoretical approach called empirical valence bond, a collective reaction coordinate can be defined in terms of the energy difference between the reactant and product valence bond states. The results from this approach show that the reaction involves movements of enzyme, substrate and cofactor such that conformational changes along the reaction coordinate bring the donor and acceptor closer, orient the substrate and cofactor, and create an appropriate electrostatic environment. It is believed that the time needed for hydride transfer depends on the millisecond times needed to sample those conformations that can permit the reaction [Hammes-Schiffer and Benkovic, 2006; Hammes et al., 2011]. The likely explanation is that the free energy barrier to the actual chemical bond breaking and allowing the reaction is the low probability of sampling conformations at the top of the barrier relative to the large number of those conformations at the bottom of the barrier. In the quest for synthetic enzymes, a fundamental question is, therefore, how the probabilities of sampling conformations might be manipulated.

A conformational change is often associated with the binding of the reactants at the start of catalysis. This change then leads to changes at the active site including the exclusion of solvent water, the reduction of the dielectric constant, and alteration of the pKₐ [Hammes et al., 2011]. There are several ways to obtain oligonucleotides or peptides that undergo conformational changes on binding ligands. Oligonucleotide aptamers that undergo conformational changes upon binding ligands are an attractive choice as they can be generated in vitro. In particular, there is a capillary-electrophoresis-based
technology for highly efficient selection of oligonucleotide aptamers [Krylov, 2007]. It requires very few rounds of selection and, as a result, generates highly diverse, enriched libraries that probably contain around a million different sequences of aptamers [Kanoatov et al., 2010].

One route to obtaining enzymes to order might be to manipulate the conformations of macromolecules via exposure to nonionizing electromagnetic radiation or to acoustic radiation. For example, exposure of lipases to ultrasound at 40 kHz changed their tertiary structures and led to an increased catalytic activity [Shah and Gupta, 2008]; exposure of β-lactoglobulin to ultrasound also altered its structure [Stanic-Vucinic et al., 2012], and exposure to laser pulses has been shown to excite an enzyme-substrate complex, inducing a favorable conformation of the active site, and directly enabling the coupled hydride and proton transfer reactions to occur [Sytina et al., 2008]. Exposure to electromagnetic radiation in the GHz range is also likely to influence protein conformations given that a variety of GHz/THz frequencies have been calculated for the α-helices of the catabolite-gene activator protein, CAP [Volkov and Kosevich, 1991]. Such radiation could affect interactions between molecules and the surrounding matrix, as has already been shown in the case of the release of ethylene oxide from a surface following exposure to low intensity radiation at 2.45 GHz which disrupts hydrogen bonds in a nonthermal fashion [Gibson et al., 1988]. Exposure of lysosome to visible and UV light in the presence of a light-responsive surfactant has been used to reversibly increase and decrease the activity (and corresponding structures) of the enzyme [Wang and Lee, 2007]. Exposure of the β-glucosidase, CelB, from a hyperthermophilic organism to microwave radiation allowed this enzyme to catalyze its reaction far below its thermal optimum because, the authors suggest, conformational flexibility was induced by a rapid dipole alignment of the peptide bonds with the oscillating electric field [Young et al., 2008]. Recently, the heat released during catalysis by an enzyme has been shown to affect its diffusion [Riedel et al., 2015] via, the authors propose, a process similar to that occurring in photoacoustic spectroscopy in which a vibrationally excited protein relaxes by dissipating its energy into the solvent through acoustic waves [Peters and Snyder, 1988]. Finally, selective enzyme conformations have been altered by external manipulation using chemical modifications to the surface of the enzyme as in the case of the light-activated molecular switch on the surface of lipase B that enhances catalysis [Agarwal et al., 2012]. Note that in this approach the photons from light do not directly change the conformational equilibria through stochastic collisions, but the energy of the photons is converted to mechanical energy by driving the cis-trans isomerization on the N=N bond in the azobenzene. This mechanical energy is hypothesized to alter the conformational equilibria such that more enzyme conformations reach the functionally relevant conformation substates. This is similar to recent evidence where the motions of the solvent surrounding the enzyme surface can alter functional enzyme dynamics [Duff et al., 2017].

Even if synthetic enzymes can be created and induced to function, there may well be the problem of selecting them from a much larger population of nonfunctional candidates. Here, however, it should be possible to profit from the elevated concentration of products around the enzyme that catalyzes the reaction by using another aptamer designed to bind to the neighboring enzyme only when this product aptamer has bound the product.

In what follows, we propose a strategy to obtain synthetic, switchable, enzymes – which we term “swenzymes” – based upon nucleic acid aptamers and exposure to either electromagnetic or acoustic radiation. We then discuss the problems associated with this strategy and consider possible solutions. We also discuss how pursuit of the goal of swenzymes may help elucidate the mechanism of enzyme catalysis and other problems even if the goal itself turns out to be unattainable.

Principle of Swenzyme Catalysis

Four conceptual steps are involved in obtaining swenzymes capable of catalyzing a reaction with 2 substrates (where “substrate” is used in the biochemical sense of “reactant”) that yields one product: (1) selecting the binders (macromolecules that bind to the substrates), (2) ligating the binders to make candidate swenzymes, (3) stimulating these candidates by exposure to radiation, and (4) selecting the candidates that actually catalyze the reaction.

Selecting the Binders

An aptamer (i.e., a macromolecule) is selected to bind strongly to one of the substrates. Another macromolecule is selected to bind strongly to the other substrate.

Ligating the Binders

Each of the binders to substrate 1, the 1-binders, is ligated to each of the binders to substrate 2, the 2-binders, so as to produce candidate swenzymes.
Stimulating the Candidate Swenzymes
Each of the covalently linked binder pairs – the candidate swenzymes – is tested separately for its capacity to catalyze the reaction whilst it undergoes conformational fluctuations that are stimulated by exposure to different frequencies of low-intensity radiation.

Detecting Swenzymes
The swenzymes are detected by the decrease in substrates or the increase in product.

Initial Implementation Strategy

Construction of the Binder Libraries
The macromolecules that constitute the binders may be polynucleotides, polypeptides, polysaccharides, etc. In the implementation described here, the 1-binder library is obtained separately from the 2-binder library. The binders should have the “right” characteristics of specificity and affinity so that they bind to the substrates when these are present in low concentrations in a complex mixture, and yet release the product which may contain the same epitopes as the substrates themselves. Aptamers made of single-stranded DNA can provide the required structural diversity and a range of affinities required for choosing molecules with the desired binding properties. There are also strategies that allow highly-diverse libraries of DNA aptamers for substrates, which should be of benefit in constructing swenzymes [Yufa et al., 2015].

Ligation
In the implementation described here, a single 1-binder is ligated to a single 2-binder to make a 1,2-binder (see below). Ligation may be direct, but it may be more effective to use a linker. The linker itself is made of DNA and may have been designed to have particular characteristics. For example, it may explore a conformational space in which it spends part of the time as a hairpin-like structure that brings together its ends; the design of such structures is relatively straightforward in the case of oligonucleotides since they result from base complementarity.

Selection of Candidate Swenzymes
The candidates are exposed to low-intensity, nonionizing, electromagnetic radiation or acoustic radiation at a different frequency. The candidates are subjected to conformational fluctuations that are stimulated by exposure to different frequencies of low-intensity radiation.
wide range of frequencies. As a starting point, this exposure would take the form of a stepping through the frequencies, focusing on those characteristic of the large-scale conformational changes in the linker (or chassis, see below) where this is used. During this exposure, candidate swenzymes are selected in the presence of the substrates for those that catalyze the reaction (Fig. 1). Although such screening could be based on the individual characteristics of the substrates and products in a particular reaction, we propose that it be based on a general strategy. This strategy could, for example, entail the use of aptamers selected to bind to an epitope in the product that would be absent from the substrates. For example, a product-capturing DNA sequence is part of an aptamer that changes conformation on a binding product so as to both bind potential swenzymes and be bound itself by a sequence attached to a magnetic bead (Fig. 2). This “belt-and-braces” approach maximizes the chances of coprecipitation of the swenzyme, product-capturing aptamer, and bead (Fig. 3).

**Theoretical Considerations: Energetic Analysis for Enzyme Catalytic Efficiency**

An important theoretical consideration when developing designer enzymes concerns their catalytic efficiency, particularly the reaction kinetics. Recently, de novo
approaches have been used to design proteins to serve as enzymes, but these proteins typically exhibit $10^5$–$10^6$-fold less catalytic efficiency than the corresponding natural enzymes [Siegel et al., 2010]. It is widely discussed that enzymes can speed up reactions by $>10^{20}$ compared with reactions without enzymes, and it has further been suggested that half of this contribution comes from the structural environment and electrostatic stabilization. However, there is an activation barrier that needs to be crossed by these enzymes, which manifests itself as the rate of enzyme reaction ($k_{cat}$). Therefore, to improve the catalytic efficiency $10^5$–$10^6$-fold, strategies could be designed to provide additional energy to overcome the activation energy barrier. Using the transition state theory framework, we can estimate the energy required to be provided for the designer enzymes. For the enzymatic reaction rate constant (in the TST framework) $k_{TST}$ we have:

$$k_{TST} = \frac{k_B T}{h} e^{\frac{-\Delta G}{k_B T}},$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $h$ is Planck’s constant, $\Delta G$ is the activation energy barrier, and $T$ is the temperature. Using this equation, we can calculate roughly the amount of energy that would be required. In ambient conditions of 300 K, a roughly 10-fold increase in rate constant corresponds to a 5.73-kJ/mol (1.37 kcal/mol) lowering in energy of activation. Hence, a $10^5$–$10^6$-fold improvement would correspond to 28.8–34.3-kJ/mol (6.9–8.2 kcal/mol) extra energy requirement to cross the activation energy barrier. It is worth noting that the energy required need not be supplied by a single photon as enzymatic reactions have several barriers, each requiring a lower energy, which can be overcome sequentially by supplying many photons of lower energy.

More realistically, even moderate improvements of $10^2$–$10^3$-fold would be achievable with only 11.7–13.4 kJ/mol (2.8–3.2 kcal/mol) of extra energy. Consider for example, the strategy we used in photoactivated conformational modulation [Agarwal et al., 2012]. The design is based on driving the conformations of protein by activating an azobenzene linker with UV light (with peak wavelength at 360 nm), which corresponds to photons of 334 kJ/mol ($\sim 80.0$ kcal/mol). As a result of using this strategy, a roughly 30-fold improvement in enzyme activity was achieved. This 30-fold improvement roughly corresponds to 8.4 kJ/mol (2 kcal/mol) energy supplied to the reaction coordinate along the enzyme reaction pathway. Therefore, strategies that convert photochemical energy into mechanical energy to overcome the activation barrier would be useful in improving the catalytic efficiency of designed enzymes.

Microwave radiation has also been used to accelerate catalysis [Young et al., 2008]. One potential advantage of using microwave radiation lies in the absence of a requirement for any specific modification to the enzymes, whilst a disadvantage is that the energy associated with microwave radiation is much lower than at shorter wavelengths. Nonetheless, strategies that allow external sources of energy to aid enzyme functioning would be useful in improving the catalytic efficiency of the overall process.

**Anticipated Problems and Possible Solutions**

**Selection of Binders to Small Molecules**

If the separation between the aptamers and aptamers bound to the substrates is insufficient to permit selection, *tagged substrates* can be used. This may take the form of a small macromolecular tag such as polyethylene glycol or a peptide which facilitates separation [Krylov, 2007; Wegman et al., 2013]. In this case, there is the danger of selecting aptamers that bind only to the tag; a possible solution would be to purge the library from which the binders are obtained by discarding all those aptamers that bind to the tag on its own.

**Ligation**

In the initial construction of the aptamers, a sequence is added to each aptamer that would allow it to be ligated. For example, the 1-binders have a sequence at their 3′-end complementary to a sequence at the end of the 2-binders; this would permit the 1-binders to be ligated only to the 2-binders.

**Stimulation of Candidate Swenzymes**

What frequencies of radiation should be used to stimulate the reaction? One can step progressively through the frequencies, testing the effects of one at a time, but what if the 1-binders and the 2-binders change conformations in response to exposure to different frequencies? As discussed above, one possibility would be to first select the aptamers binding to the substrates as above and then to rerun the experiment with these 1-binders and 2-binders again in the presence of the substrates; in the rerun, the binders would be exposed to radiation and this time the aptamers would be selected that had released the substrates. This approach would therefore favor selection of the class of binders with bonds to the substrates that are distorted on irradiation and it might be argued that this
is the exactly the class that is needed to produce the transition state intermediate.

A complementary possibility would be to use an already characterized structure of protein or ribozyme as a preexisting chassis (this would also take into account the fact that despite numerous attempts to reduce the size of enzymes, the minimum size for efficiency seems to be 10 kDa [Hammes et al., 2011]. The conformational space of such a chassis might already have been determined as well as, in the ideal world, the frequencies with which this chassis changes conformation. If a hairpin RNA or single-stranded DNA aptamer were used as the chassis, the 1- and 2-binder sequences could be ligated into the loop even before selection for binding (see below). One advantage to the use of a relatively large chassis is that its exploration of conformational changes may organize the frequencies of its constituent structures. In other words, the chassis may impose coherence by coupling the oscillations of the 1- and 2-binder sequences with the result that the 1- and 2-binder sequences joined by a chassis would tend to oscillate with the same frequency [Strogatz and Stewart, 1993].

Finally, if several fluctuations and frequencies of fluctuations are needed for catalysis by a swenzyme, the use of a chassis with a characterized conformational space may give a pointer as to which combinations of frequencies should be used. Indeed, in the case of the computational design of enzymes, the rigidity of the chassis or scaffold is an important factor [Preiswerk et al., 2014].

Detection
Reducing the diffusion of products so as to increase the probability of precipitating those swenzymes that have catalyzed the reaction may be insufficient to prevent precipitation of an excessive number of false positives. Alternative strategies to give a higher probability of capture to the swenzymes that generate the product may be based on incorporating a product-capturing, conformation-changing, DNA sequence into the sequences of the potential swenzymes themselves; this sequence in its product-bound state would then be recognized by the precipitation system.

A very different detection system might be based on using a 2-D sandwich of an array of candidate swenzymes and a second array of aptameric, product detectors; if the substrates were labeled with different stable isotopes like $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N, the technique of dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry might be used to detect the presence of the $^{13}$C$^{15}$N$^{-}$ recombinant secondary ion in the product [Lechene et al., 2007; Legent et al., 2008] and thereby allow the positions of the products detected on the second array to be mapped to the positions of the swenzymes on the first array.

The Chassis Approach
A more refined version of the swenzyme might be based on the use of a chassis. In choosing a chassis, use might be made of an RNA that forms a stem loop and that exhibits a reproducible range of coherent fluctuations that can be influenced by exposure to nonionizing electromagnetic radiation (or perhaps even to acoustic radiation). The chassis is encoded by DNA and the loop has 3 sites into which other DNA sequences can be cloned corresponding to the substrates and cofactor. The chassis also has a sequence at the 5′ end that is complementary to a sequence at the 3′ end in order to allow multimeric swenzymes to form.

The libraries from which the binders will be selected are cloned separately into the chassis, and RNA is made and purified. The binders are then selected during exposure to radiation at similar frequencies.

Choice of Reaction for Pilot Study
Initially, it would be sensible to try to catalyze a unimolecular reaction. Candidate reactions include Kemp elimination, which has been widely used to study the catalysis of proton removal from a carbon-hydrogen bond in the substrate; this catalysis, which is usually limited by high activation-energy barriers, requires as a minimum the presence of a base, and the reaction can be accelerated by catalysts as varied as synthetic compounds, catalytic antibodies, and serum albumin [Hu et al., 2004]. Combining computational enzyme design and molecular evolution has allowed synthetic enzymes to be generated to catalyze Kemp elimination at rates $>10^8$ of the uncatalyzed rate [Rothlisberger et al., 2008] and, more recently, at rates $>10^8$ [Blomberg et al., 2013]. Note that in Kemp elimination, cleavage of the substrate, 5-nitrobenzisoxazole, can readily be assayed in vitro by monitoring the formation of the product, salicylonitrile, spectrosopically at 380 nm [Blomberg et al., 2013].

The Diels–Alder reaction, which is often used by chemists to construct compounds, is another possibility. This reaction is a $[4+2]$ cycloaddition between a conjugated diene and a substituted alkene (or dienophile) to form a substituted cyclohexene system via a single, cyclic transi-
tion state with no intermediates generated during the reaction [Dewar et al., 1986]. Note that, in the case of ribozyme catalysis, this reaction can be monitored in vitro by fluorescence via probes that connect an anthracene diene with a substituted BODIPY dye [Gaffarogullari et al., 2015].

**Choice of Candidate Swenzymes for a Pilot Study**

As an initial exploration of the nature and frequency of radiation likely to affect catalysis, it may be worth trying to modify the efficiencies of existing catalysts. Good candidates include the catalytic antibodies used to catalyze Kemp elimination such as antibody 34E4, which has an efficiency reduced by conformational isomerism and reliance on a single catalytic residue, and antibody 13G5, which promotes selective cleavage of 6-glutaramidobenzisoxazole – an unactivated substrate – with multiple turnovers and rate accelerations >10^5 over background [Debler et al., 2009]. Candidate catalytic antibodies also include those that catalyze the Diels–Alder reaction [Hilvert et al., 1989; Marti et al., 2008; Ronesberg et al., 1998]. Candidate ribozymes also exist and include a set of artificial ribozymes that catalyze the Diels–Alder reaction and that have already been characterized [Ameta et al., 2014].

**Discussion**

Rather than a piecemeal approach to studying enzyme mechanisms, the integrative strategy we propose brings together a variety of different concepts and experimental possibilities. Although the objective of creating synthetic, switchable enzymes – or swenzymes – may be difficult or even unattainable, the implementation of a strategy to obtain them may provide a framework for coordinating research into different problems related to enzyme catalysis.

One of these problems is whether there is a direct, dynamic coupling between the fast (picosecond to nanosecond) thermal motions (or indeed vibrations at millisecond frequencies) that bring the reactants, donor and acceptor together and the chemical reaction itself. For example, the rates of conformational changes in the reaction cycle control ligand release, as well as the chemical step. Possible mechanisms that might couple and coordinate the fluctuations at the different levels include water structure [Bellissent-Funel et al., 2016; Pollack, 2013; Sharma et al., 2013] and Manning-Oosawa ion condensation [Manning, 2007; Musheev et al., 2013; Oosawa, 1971; Ripoll et al., 2004; Volker and Breslauer, 2005].

The testing of such candidate mechanisms would be facilitated by the swenzyme scenario we propose.

Another problem is why so many reactions are catalyzed by proteins rather than polynucleotides. Quantitative information on the fundamental reasons for this may result from trying to construct swenzymes for the same reaction out of both polynucleotides – RNA, single-stranded DNA, and double-stranded DNA – and polypeptides; for example, it may prove possible to quantify the probabilities of obtaining catalysts from each of these classes of constituents.

A third problem or set of problems is whether it is better to catalyze reactions in vitro or in vivo. Swenzymes may be constructed to operate not only in vitro but also in vivo. Cloning the genes that encode swenzymes onto plasmids may allow their overproduction in vivo via either increased plasmid copy numbers in a temperature-sensitive system (for DNA-based swenzymes) or an induction of expression system (for RNA-based or peptide-based swenzymes). Although catalysis inside a cell raises the problem of the entry of the substrates and the secretion of the products, swenzymes could be expressed on the surface of bacteria as in the case of the cellulose which catalyzes reactions outside the cell [Doi and Kosugi, 2004]. This would be a step towards the construction of an entire inside-out metabolism [Norris et al., 2011].

A fourth problem is how to initiate or stop a reaction within cells. Techniques that allow such actions in vivo with minimal perturbation are of use in a wide variety of studies including those of differentiation and the cell cycle. Exposure to acoustic radiation or to nonionizing electromagnetic radiation that switched on the catalysis by an intracellular swenzyme would be a potent additional technique.

Finally, a problem to which synthetic biology may contribute is how to develop new methods of computing. We have argued that one of the fundamental characteristics of living systems is that they exhibit competitive coherence. This process entails the system trying to obtain a global coherence by reconciling its constrained behavior over time (i.e., a historical coherence) with its constrained behavior in the present state (i.e., environmental coherence). The process of competitive coherence can be thought of as a form of calculation that can result in learning [Norris et al., 2012]. The different trajectories an enzyme follows in conformational space reflect both its history and its present environment. It might therefore be argued that an enzyme is also displaying competitive co-
hence and, in this sense, is a unit of calculation. Our swenzyme scenario may therefore eventually pave the way to new sorts of calculation, such as “bioputing” [Norris et al., 2011].
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Appendix

Other Possible Approaches

Adding a Cofactor
A cofactor is a nonprotein chemical compound that is bound to a protein and is required for the biological activity of the protein. Loosely bound cofactors are sometimes termed “coenzymes” and tightly bound cofactors are sometimes termed “prosthetic groups.” Examples of cofactors include thiamine pyrophosphate, lipoamide, flavin adenine dinucleotide, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, coenzyme A, biotin, tetrahydrofolate, pyridoxal phosphate, and the ions of metals such as iron, magnesium, manganese, cobalt, copper, zinc, and molybdenum. The contribution of cofactors to catalysis might be evaluated if sequences binding to cofactors were to be selected and these sequences were then to be incorporated into the candidate swenzymes.

Using Alternatives to Smart Aptamers
Several systems could be used to construct the 1-binders, 2-binders, and the 1,2-binders, i.e., the candidate swenzymes [Tonelli et al., 2012]. Phage display [Smith, 1985] could be used with, for example, bacterial plaques (in which bacteriophages are concentrated) on a lawn of bacteria being transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with the product-binder to select swenzymes. The binders might also be obtained from DNA and RNA aptamers selected via rounds of selection and amplification using SELEX (the Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment) [Takahashi et al., 2003; Yonezawa et al., 2004]. Ribosome display would be another possibility [He and Taussig, 2002].

Constructing Enzyme Hyperstructures
There are probably many reasons why the enzymes in modern cells associate with either the cytoskeleton or other enzymes, or indeed themselves [Ingerson-Mahar et al., 2010; Narayanaswamy et al., 2009; Norris et al., 1996; Weart et al., 2007]. These reasons include metabolic efficiency and signal transduction [An et al., 2008; Norris et al., 2013; Srere, 1994]. One possibility is that by associating with other elements in a higher order structure, the conformational space is significantly limited and catalytic activity thereby enhanced. To explore this possibility, the aptamers could be constructed with complementary sequences in order to favor their binding to one another to form linear hyperstructures.

Using an Alternative to Magnetic Beads for the Detection Step
One possibility would be to fuse the product detector (Fig. 2) to the sensor based on Spinach, a 98-nucleotide RNA sequence that binds a small-molecule fluorophore 3,5-difluoro-4-hydroxybenzylidene imidazolone and that activates its fluorescence [Paige et al., 2012]; in this case, the binding of the product to the product detector would allow both (1) the product detector to bind to the swenzyme and (2) Spinach to interact with and activate the fluorophore; fluorescent swenzymes might then be selected using flow cytometry (note that an alternative scenario can be devised in which the candidate swenzymes themselves have a sequence to bind the product, change conformation, and activate the fluorophore). Kinetic capillary electrophoresis itself might be used to select swenzymes from candidate swenzymes [Yufa et al., 2015]. Suppose the candidates have bound the substrates, they can then be selected along with the bound substrates and remigrated. During this migration, they are exposed to radiation and those that catalyze the reaction and release the product migrate differently and can be selected (of course, some may simply release the substrates). This procedure would be facilitated if the substrates were tagged. Potentially better still would be to have a positive selection in vivo; for example, if the substrates were to diffuse into – or be transported into – bacteria containing the candidate swenzymes, the presence of the product could be used to induce the expression of a gene to suppress the conditional lethality resulting from a temperature-sensitive phenotype. Finally, these approaches could be complemented by using aptamers to epitopes in the substrates that are absent from the product so as to detect the lowering of substrate concentration as the reaction proceeds.
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